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Experimentally Validated Extended Kalman
Filter Approach for Geomagnetically Induced

Current Measurement
Behzad Behdani , Mohsen Tajdinian , Mehdi Allahbakhshi , Member, IEEE,

Marjan Popov , Senior Member, IEEE, Miadreza Shafie-khah , Senior Member, IEEE,
and João P. S. Catalão , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) are
referred to as the quasi-dc current flows in power networks,
driven by complex space weather-related phenomena. Such
currents are a potential threat to the power delivery capabil-
ity of electrical grids. To mitigate the detrimental impacts of
GICs on critical infrastructures, the GICs should be moni-
tored in power systems. Being inherently dc from the power
frequency point of view, the components of GICs are, how-
ever, challenging and costly to monitor in ac power grids.
This article puts forward a novel methodology for the real-
time estimation of GICs in power transformers. Such aim
is attained by means of an extended Kalman filter (EKF)-
based approach, mounted on the nonlinear state-space
model of the transformer, whose parameters can be derived
from standard tests. The proposed EKF-based algorithm
employs the available measurements for the transformer
differential protection. The proposed approach, relying on
the differential current, can properly deal with the exter-
nal sources of interference like harmonic excitation and
loading. The EKF-based estimator presented is validated
by simulation and experimental data. The results verify the
ability of the proposed approach to robustly estimate the
GIC level during various operating conditions.

Index Terms—Extended Kalman filter, geomagnetically
induced current, power transformer.
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iac AC component of differential current.
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Rb Bypass resistor in the test setup.
Rc Core loss equivalent resistance.
Lm Core magnetization equivalent inductance.
P Covariance matrix of estimation error.
ϕDC and ϕAC DC and AC core flux component

magnitudes.
Udc DC voltage simulating GIC effect.
I0, I1, I2, I3, DC, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd harmonic magnitudes.
Idc Effective GIC.
Abs. Error Estimation error absolute value.
Avg. Error Estimation error absolute value average.
Error% Estimation error percentage.
Avg. Error% Estimation error percentage average.
xˆ Estimation of the state vector.
λˆ

1, λˆ
2, λˆ

m, Iˆ
dc Estimation of λ1, λ2, λm, Idc.

j Estimation sample number j.
n Estimation samples total number.
ic Excitation current’s core loss component.
im Excitation current’s magnetizing

component.
λm Flux linkage of magnetization inductance.
λL1 Flux linkage of primary winding

inductance.
λL′2 Flux linkage of secondary winding

inductance.
Ē Geoelectric field (GEF) due to GMDs.
dl̄ Incremental path segment of transmission

line.
P0 Initial value for P.
x0 Initial value for the state vector.
K Kalman filter gain matrix.
Q̃ Linearized equivalent of Q.
R̃ Linearized equivalent of R.
R′

l Load equivalent resistance.
H Magnetic field strength.
B Magnetic flux density.
y Measurement vector.
R Noise covariance matrix of measurement.
Q Noise covariance matrix of process.
Ωn Nominal rotational frequency of the system.
ω0 and ν0 Nominal values of ω and ν.
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h Nonlinear measurement matrix function.
f Nonlinear state transition matrix function
EN and EE Northward and Eastward GEF components.
LN and LE Northward and Eastward line lengths.
A, N, C, M Partial derivative matrices.
i1 and i′2 Primary and Secondary side currents.
e1 and e′2 Primary and Secondary side voltages.
L1 and L′

2 Primary and Secondary winding
inductances.

R1 and R′
2 Primary and Secondary winding

resistances.
ω and ν Process and measurement noise matrices.
x State vector.
S1 and S2 Switches in the test setup.
F System matrix.
u System’s control input vector.
CT1 and CT2 Test current transformers.
T1 and T2 Test transformers.
t Time.
Rn Transformer neutral connection resistance.
r Transmission line route.
a1 λm- im characteristic linear part factor.
aγ λm- im characteristic nonlinear part factor.
γ λm- im characteristic odd order of

polynomial.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past years, there has been an increasing rise
of attention toward the impacts of system disturbances

introduced by complex space weather-driven phenomena. These
phenomena are originated from violent eruptions of high-energy
charged particles from the Sun’s atmosphere toward the Earth.
Upon arrival, the winds of solar particles cause geomagnetic
disturbances (GMDs), resulting in the slow temporal fluctua-
tion of naturally flowing currents in the ionosphere, known as
electrojets [1].

The time-varying electrojets, in return, induce quasi-dc geo-
electric fields (GEFs) over the man-made infrastructure at the
Earth’s surface, such as power networks. Accordingly, GEF-
induced potentials are integrated along transmission conductors,
driving the quasi-dc GICs through a closed path comprising the
transmission lines, grounded-star transformers, and the conduc-
tive surface of Earth [2]. Fig. 1 illustrates the physical mecha-
nism of geomagnetic induction, as described.

The primary effect of the GICs on ac power systems is
through the half-cycle saturation of power transformers. This
phenomenon leads to elevated harmonic generation in the trans-
former magnetizing current [3], which in turn, severely affects
the power system continuity of operation through relay mal-
operation [4], ferroresonance [5], equipment overheating [7],
elevated reactive power demand [8], and eventually large-scale
blackout, similar to the Hydro-Québec power system’s blackout
on March 13–14, 1989 [9].

The necessity to develop an insight toward the flow of GICs in
the power system is manifested by the need to provide adequate
mitigatory solutions [6]–[8] against the impacts of GICs as they

Fig. 1. Physical mechanism of geomagnetic induction.

rise up to threatening levels. However, the GICs appearing as
DCs from the power frequency point of view are costly and
challenging to access. One GIC estimation technique is through
power system simulation approaches, e.g., by using power flow
techniques to simulate the flow of GICs [10], employing the
magnetic field measurements in the power grid area [11], and
a model for the Earth’s conductivity, using techniques such as
given in Marti et al. [12].

There are several drawbacks to such techniques; the consid-
erations simplifying the complexities associated with measured
magnetic fields, the Earth’s conductivity, and power network
simulations pile up cumulatively, resulting in a high order of
uncertainty and error. Moreover, the performances of the equip-
ment under GICs are barely reflected by having determined the
GICs circulating in the network [13].

Conventional measurements in ac systems via voltage trans-
formers (VTs) and current transformers (CTs) are unable to
measure dc components. However, such measurements can be
carried out on selected transformers through Hall-effect sensors
installed on their neutral conductor [14].

Neutral current monitoring is also associated with plenty of
defects; as only the selected neutrals are monitored, the instal-
lation of GIC monitors on every transformer would be costly.
Furthermore, the neutral current does not reflect the level of
half-cycle saturation in the case of autotransformers.

CTs have been employed by Ripka et al. [15] to indirectly
measure the dc current flow in a conductor, based on the mea-
sured even harmonics; however, the GIC monitoring can be
affected by the interferences from the harmonics with external
sources such as nonlinear loads, and also the thermal noise from
transformer overheating due to saturation. The effect of external
harmonics has been canceled by the technique in [16], which
estimates the GICs flowing through transformer windings by
measuring the second harmonic component of the magnetizing
current.

Nevertheless, it is shown by Walling [17] that the magnetizing
current harmonics vary as the level of GICs increases. As the
harmonic-based measurement techniques do not consider the
complex behavior of the GIC-generated harmonic contents, they
are ineffective under severe half-cycle saturation conditions
where accurate measurement is even more crucial. By measuring
the transformer reactive power absorption, Marti et al. [13], [18]
proposed a technique for the estimation of GICs in transform-
ers. The calculations for this method are, however, conducted
considering only the fundamental frequency component, which
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is (owing to high levels of harmonics in the presence of GICs)
negligent. In addition, this method also fails to consider the
aforementioned complex behaviors under severe GICs.

A recent study by Wang et al. [19] utilized a machine learning
approach to detect GICs in power grids. This approach, apart
from the conventional drawbacks of machine learning, e.g.,
requiring huge training datasets, also defects in GIC monitoring
as it solely aims at detecting GICs in power systems.

The availability of accurate GIC measurement in real time,
being crucial for operational decision-making to preserve the
power delivery continuity, is what the existing monitoring tools
and mechanisms fail in. Hence, in this article, a new technique
is proposed for the real-time estimation of GICs in transformer
windings by measuring the ac component of the transformer
magnetizing current, readily available from the differential pro-
tection scheme. The proposed technique is sought by the em-
ployment of an extended Kalman filter (EKF), mounted on the
nonlinear state-space model of the transformer. The model pa-
rameters required by EKF are either provided by manufacturers
or can be easily obtained via standard transformer test data
[20]–[22].

The contributions of the proposed method are as follows:
1) Compared to the present techniques [14], which require

GIC monitoring equipment, the proposed method can be
swiftly employed using the existing ac measurements for
the transformer differential protection scheme.

2) Unlike previous GIC metering methods, the proposed
EKF-based approach accounts for wide GIC ranges with
good accuracy as it properly deals with nonlinear com-
plexities.

3) The presented method is resistive to external interferences
and demonstrates robustness against measurement and
process noise under various operation conditions.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: The process
through which the GICs impact power systems, motivating the
necessity of a real-time GIC estimator, is surveyed alongside the
basics for extended Kalman filtering in Section II. In Section III,
the proposed method is outlined by first deriving the nonlinear
state-space representation of the estimation model and then
formulating the problem for the EKF estimator. The feasibility
and accuracy of the proposed approach are verified by simulation
and experimental results presented in Section IV. Section V
concludes this article.

II. PRINCIPLES AND BASICS

In order for presenting a systematic approach toward the
proposed EKF-based GIC estimator, the basic principles on
which this study is established are surveyed in the following
sections.

A. Transformer Unidirectional Saturation Due to GICs

The most realistic practice to characterize GICs is through
series dc voltage source Udc, representing the potentials induced
over the transmission conductor as a result of the GMD-induced
GEF variations [23], found by the integration of geoelectric field
Ē over the incremental path segment dl̄ of transmission line

route r as

Udc = ∫r Ē.dl. (1)

Assuming a uniform GEF, the dc voltage induced along the
transmission conductor is obtained by

Udc = EN LN + EELE . (2)

The induced voltages drive GICs in transformer windings,
establishing a dc flux in the core and forcing the transformer
into nonlinear operation. As implied by the recommendations
for low-frequency transients [24], the nonlinearity of the trans-
former iron core can be modeled by a two-term odd-order
polynomial relationship between im and λm as

im = a1 λm + aγλγ
m. (3)

Considering the transformer core flux to be comprised of a
dc, with a sinusoidal ac part, the following can be imagined:

λm = ϕDC + ϕACcos (Ωnt) . (4)

Substituting (4) in (3), and considering γ = 3 [5], im becomes

im = I0 + I1cos (Ωnt) + I2cos (2Ωnt) + I3cos (3Ωnt) .
(5)

It is evidently deduced that the existence of dc flux offset in
the transformer’s core results in the second harmonic generation
in its magnetizing current, indicating its core’s saturation. Ac-
cordingly, the linear considerations are no longer valid, and the
transformer parameters express complex behaviors in response
to different GIC levels [17], [19]. Such behaviors, add yet
another level of difficulty to the GIC measurement issue, calling
for an approach robust to nonlinear complexities.

B. Extended Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is an optimal estimation tool, establishing
the foundation for a wide variety of algorithms, each developed
in consideration for a certain set of problems. The standard
Kalman filter only applies to linear systems. However, the basic
idea of Kalman filtering can be extended by the linearization of
nonlinear systems around the state trajectory estimated by the
Kalman filter itself [25].

The EKF robustly performs under highly distorted conditions
and excellently tackles model uncertainty and measurement
noise, providing accurate estimations. One of the most practical
properties of Kalman filtering is its capability to estimate the
system states, unable to be measured directly.

Kalman filtering is employed in power systems for dynamic
state estimation in a variety of applications [26]–[28]. In order
to achieve a unified understanding, the theoretical basis of the
EKF algorithm is briefed in the following.

A nonlinear system in its generic form can be described as

ẋ = f (x,u,ω, t)

y = h (x,ν, t)

ω ∼ (0,Q)

ν ∼ (0,R) (6)
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Fig. 2. Estimation model representation.

where the system is assumed to contain zero-mean multivariate
Gaussian noises ω and ν with covariance matrices Q and R,
corresponding to the process and measurement.

The EKF methodology is comprised of two consecutive steps
for prediction and update. Initially, a priori estimation of system
states is carried out from the nonlinear system model. Having
considered the process to be of white uncorrelated noise, a priori
estimate of the error covariance is obtained. Thereafter, the par-
tial derivative matrices A = ∂f

∂x |x̂ , N = ∂f
∂ω |x̂ , C = ∂h

∂x |x̂ ,
and M = ∂h

∂ν |x̂ are calculated and employed together with
actual measurements y for calculation of the Kalman gain, which
is used to update the system states by the a posteriori estimate.
Finally, assuming the measurements contain white uncorrelated
noise, a posteriori estimate of the error covariance P is attained,
which is used for the prediction stage within the subsequent
sampling instant. The speed and accuracy of EKF-based es-
timators for nonlinear systems are ensured by such recursive
methodology.

As described previously, the GIC flow through transformer
windings results in half-cycle core saturation, i.e., nonlinear op-
eration. Although the transformer magnetizing current is mon-
itored via the conventionally employed differential protection
scheme, its dc component is simply neglected by CTs. However,
EKF makes it possible for a nonlinear system’s state to be
estimated when its direct measurement is not possible. Based
on such a principle, the proposed technique aims at utilizing an
EKF to estimate GICs in transformers via existing differential
protection measurements.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. State-Space Representation of the Estimation Model

To implement an EKF-based estimator, a state-space model of
the problem is required. In this section, the nonlinear equations
describing the behavior of such a model are derived.

The estimation model is according to the circuit in Fig. 2.
Given the argument made in the previous section that the GMDs
impose dc voltages on transmission conductors, the effect of
GICs is modeled by the dc voltage source Udc.

Employing KCL in the center node and KVL in the input and
output loops of the circuit in Fig. 2, the following is obtained:

i1 + i′2 = im + ic (7)

e1 + Udc = (R1 +Rn) i1 +
dλ1

dt
(8)

e′2 = R′
2 i

′
2 +

dλ2

dt
(9)

where λ1 = λL1+λm and λ2 = λL′2+λm. Yielding the
linearity of L1 and L′

2 by λL1 = L1i1 and λL′2 = L′
2 i′2; currents

i1 and i′2 are

i1 =
λ1 − λm

L1
(10)

i′2 =
λ2 − λm

L′
2

. (11)

Also, the center loop KVL of the equivalent circuit yields

Rc ic =
dλm

dt
. (12)

Substituting (10) in (8), and considering the dc component of
magnetizing current (the effective GIC) driven by Udc as Idc =
Udc/(R1+Rn), the first state-space equation is given by

dλ1

dt
= − R1 +Rn

L1
λ1 +

R1 +Rn

L1
λm + (R1 +Rn) Idc + e1 .

(13)
Substituting (11) in (9), and considering e′2 = -R′

li′2, the
second state-space equation is obtained as

dλ2

dt
= − R′

2 +R′
l

L′
2

λ2 +
R′

2 +R′
l

L′
2

λm . (14)

Incorporating the relations (10)–(12) together with (3) and
(7), the third state-space equation is derived as

dλm

dt
=

Rc

L1
λ1 +

Rc

L′
2
λ2

−Rc

[(
L1 + L′

2

L1L′
2

)
+ a1 + aγλγ−1

m

]
λm. (15)

Finally, considering the dc behavior of GICs, the fourth state-
space equation is given by

dIdc
dt

= 0. (16)

In addition, the nonlinear model’s output is provided by CT
measurements for the transformer differential current as

iac = i1 + i′2 − Idc

=
1

L1
λ1 +

1

L′
2
λ2 −

(
L1 + L′

2

L1L′
2

)
λm − Idc . (17)

Equations (13)–(17) form the state-space description of the
transformer under study by state variables selected as follows:

x =
[
λ1 λ2 λm Idc

]T
. (18)

B. Formulation of the EKF-Based GIC Estimator

To begin with the implementation of the proposed EKF-based
estimator, first, the nonlinear system should be represented by
its state-space model, as in the form of (6).

According to the derived state-space representation of the
estimation model in the previous sub-section, x4×1 is the state
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vector given in (18), u = e1 is the transformer input voltage, and
y= iac is the measured transformer differential current. It should
be noted that matrices Q and R are defined based on modeling
and measurement uncertainties, respectively [25].

In this study, R is obtained by processing the measurements
while holding the system output constant. To such an aim, the
noise effect is extracted from the data by removing its mean and
calculating the covariance from the remained data portion.

On the other hand, Q reflecting the unmodeled dynamics and
parameter uncertainties, is not rather straightforward. Therefore,
in this article, Q is obtained by performing a sensitivity analysis
to achieve the best results.

Based on the considerations above, by substituting the derived
state-space (13)–(17) in the general form (6) and considering
additive noise, the equation system is defined as (19) shown at
the bottom of this page.

It is worth noting that the proposed method is based on the
transformer’s measured differential current, denoted by y = iac
as in (17). According to the relationships in (19) shown at the
bottom of this page, the partial derivative matrices A, N, C,
and M are derived as in (20) shown at the bottom of this page,
(20)–(23). The estimation process of the proposed method, as
explained in the previous section, is illustrated by the flowchart
in Fig. 3

N =
∂f

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
x̂

= I4×4 (21)

C =
∂h

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂

=
[

1
L1

1
L′

2
−
(

L1+L′
2

L1L′
2

)
−1

]
(22)

M =
∂h

∂ν

∣∣∣∣
x̂

= 1. (23)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION

The feasibility and accuracy of the proposed EKF-based
method are verified using experimental data acquired from a
laboratory test setup, numerous simulations considering differ-
ent power system operating conditions, and the historical GMD
event of March 1989. The proposed EKF-based estimator is im-
plemented using the transformer differential current, measured
by CTs. The GIC impact on CT saturation is minor, laying no
effects on measurements [29].

Fig. 3. Estimation process of the proposed approach.

The proposed estimator employs a sample rate of ten samples
per cycle. Conventional digital differential relays commonly
utilize a sampling rate within a range of 12 to 96 samples per
cycle [30]. Nevertheless, the rather low sampling resolution
of 10 samples per cycle has been adopted to demonstrate the
adaptability and the strength of the proposed approach. It is
worth noting that the variation rate of GICs, being within the
frequency range of one to a several megahertz [1], is in the
order of tens of seconds, which is very low with respect to
the one-tenth-of-a-cycle sampling interval used for the EKF
algorithm implemented. Therefore, to consider GICs as DCs,
and to accordingly assume their variation rate to be equal to
zero, as in (16), is justified and does not affect the generality of
the proposed method.

It is useful to note that the proposed EKF-based GIC estimator
is constructed on a physical basis, and as such makes use of
the transformer parameters that are normally provided by the
manufacturer. Even though the manufacturer data might be

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

λ̇1

λ̇2

λ̇m

İdc

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = F 4×4 ×

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

λ1

λ2

λm

Idc

⎤
⎥⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1
0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ e1 +

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ω (1)
ω (2)
ω (3)
ω (4)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ;

F4×4 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−R1+Rn

L1
0 R1+Rn

L1
(R1 +Rn)

0 −R′
2+R′

l

L′
2

R′
2+R′

l

L′
2

0

Rc

L1

Rc

L′
2

−Rc

((
L1+L′

2

L1L′
2

)
+ a1 + aγλγ−1

m

)
0

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(19)
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unavailable in some cases, the proposed GIC estimator can still
use computed transformer data.

The well-known short-circuit and open-circuit tests are
widely accepted techniques to calculate the transformer’s wind-
ing resistances and leakage inductances, core loss equivalent
resistance, and magnetizing characteristic’s linear part. In order
to compute the transformer’s magnetizing characteristic beyond
the knee point, various approaches can be applied, e.g., extend-
ing the open-circuit test into saturation region, using the core
material’s B-H curve, and other novel techniques [20]–[22].
Although transformer parameter estimation is beyond the scope
of this study, yet a simple technique to calculate the transformer’s
saturation characteristic is briefed for the experimental GIC
estimation laboratory test setup.

The performance of the proposed EKF-based estimator is
evaluated using the indexes in (24)–(27):

[Abs. Error]j =
∣∣∣Idc (j)− Îdc (j)

∣∣∣ ; j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n

(24)

Avg. Error =

∑n
j=1 [Abs. Error]j

n
; j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n

(25)

[Error%]j =

∣∣∣Idc (j)− Îdc (j)
∣∣∣

Idc (j)
× 100; j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n

(26)

Avg. Error% =

∑n
j=1 [Error%]j

n
; j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n.

(27)

In the following, performance evaluation and discussion are
made regarding the results obtained from the implementation of
the proposed approach, using the abovementioned indexes.

A. Experimental Implementation

A. 1) Test Setup Description: The test circuit, as shown in
Fig. 4, has been established in resemblance to the simplest GIC
loop consisting of two transformers and an electrical link in
between. Transformers T1 and T2 are two identical single-phase
transformers with the rated power of 600 VA, and the voltage
ratio of 110/110 V, also utilized in [5]. T2 is selected as the
transformer of interest.

A battery unit serving as a dc voltage source is inserted to
represent the effect of GICs. To prevent unwanted transients,
the circuit is first energized with S1 closed and S2 open, and
then the dc source is applied by closing S2 and opening S1 in the

Fig. 4. Established experimental test setup.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT

given order. It should be mentioned that for the sake of topology
preservation, the bypass resistor Rb, used to prevent short-circuit
of the dc source during the time both S1 and S2 are closed, is
selected equal to the battery unit internal resistance.

As depicted in Fig. 4, a Tektronix TDS2024C digital oscillo-
scope is used to ascertain the primary voltage and the differential
current of T2 from a resistive voltage divider and two CTs,
respectively.

The model parameters required by the EKF algorithm have
been derived via tests conducted on the transformer of interest.
Along with short-circuit and open-circuit tests, the rms V–I
characteristic of T2 has been measured and then converted into
peak instantaneous characteristic λm-im via “L nonlinear data
function” element in EMTP-RV [31].

Thereafter, an odd-order polynomial in the form of (3) is
fitted to the derived saturation characteristic, employing the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. The obtained model param-
eters are tabulated in Table I.

Moreover, the accuracies of the measurements and the process
are reflected by matrices R and Q acquired via the approach
described in Section II, given by

R = 0.1, Q = diag([0.2, 0.2, 0.05, 0.01]).
To begin with the evaluation, the performance of the proposed

estimation technique has been tested considering four different
cases; taking the condition with the input voltage of one per-
unit (p.u.) for the transformer under 50% loading and having
the dc voltage source Udc set to drive a dc current, Idc equal
to 0.15 p.u. as the base case, and varying the three involving
parameters of input voltage, loading, and Idc for analyzing their
effect, respectively.

A =
∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−R1+Rn

L1
0 R1+Rn

L1
(R1 +Rn)

0 −R′
2+R′

l

L′
2

R′
2+R′

l

L′
2

0

Rc

L1

Rc

L′
2

−Rc

((
L1+L′

2

L1L′
2

)
+ a1 + γaγλγ−1

m

)
0

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (20)
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Fig. 5. Samples of differential current used in the proposed estimator.
(a) 1 p.u. input voltage, 50% loading, 0.15 p.u. GIC. (b) 1 p.u. input
voltage, 50% loading, 0.25 p.u. GIC. (c) 1.05 p.u. input voltage, 50%
loading, 0.15 p.u. GIC. (d) 1 p.u. input voltage, 100% loading, 0.15 p.u.
GIC.

It is worth mentioning that the rated crest current of the
transformer of interest, in this article, is selected as the per-unit
base for quantification of the driven Idc. In addition, with the
resolution of the employed digital oscilloscope being 2500
samples per record, the adopted sampling rate of 10 samples
per cycle is attained by the time scale of 500 ms/div.

Fig. 5 shows the samples of differential current used in the
proposed estimator for the observed cases described above.

The dc component of the neutral current, indicated through
the multiplication of the voltage across the neutral resistor Rn

by its resistance, is adopted as a measure of the true value of
the flowing dc current Idc. It is obtained by applying Fourier
transform to the recorded neutral current. The measured and the
estimated values for Idc corresponding to the abovementioned
example cases are illustrated in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, the proposed method can accurately
perform under various conditions of the system. However, taking
a more precise overlook on Fig. 6, a slight mismatch is visible
between the measured and estimated GIC within the half-second
time interval after dc source insertion. During this time span,
the variation of the dc component is rather high, violating the
consideration in (16). Nevertheless, the proposed estimator has
been able to deal with interferences robustly, even in the face of
model violation as noted.

In favor of a thorough evaluation, 36 experiments have been
carried out considering various operating conditions of the test
case under different GIC levels.

The performance of the proposed EKF-based approach has
been analyzed in comparison with the methods presented in [13]
and [16], referred to as R.P. and 2nd H., in terms of estimation
error. The experimental test results are analyzed in the following.

2) Different Transformer Loadings: Considering three
conditions of no-load, half-load, and full-load, under one p.u.
excitation voltage, the experimental setup is subjected to six

Fig. 6. Experimental implementation results of the proposed method.
(a) 1 p.u. input voltage, 50% loading, 0.15 p.u. GIC (3.54% error). (b)
1 p.u. input voltage, 50% loading, 0.25 p.u. GIC (2.86% error). (c) 1.05
p.u. input voltage, 50% loading, 0.15 p.u. GIC (2.81% error). (d) 1 p.u.
input voltage, 100% loading, 0.15 p.u. GIC (1.85% error).

Fig. 7. GIC estimation error under different loadings. (a) No-load.
(b) Half-load. (c) Full-load.

GIC levels of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3 p.u., forming a
total of 18 cases to investigate.

The required signals are recorded and fed to the algorithms
of R.P., 2nd H., and the proposed EKF-based methods. Fig. 7
represents the estimation errors corresponding to each method,
given the loading and GIC level considered.

It is well observed that although the methods of R.P. and
2nd H. fail to accurately estimate the flowing GICs upon the
increase in load and GIC level, the EKF-based method preserves
its accuracy in estimating Idc with the highest precision.

3) Different Excitation Voltages: With the transformer
loading of 75%, three excitation levels of 0.95, 1.00, and 1.05
per-unit are considered. Six GIC levels of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2,
0.25, and 0.3 p.u. are applied to the test transformer, forming
a total of 18 cases. Likewise, the required signals are recorded
and fed to the R.P., 2nd H., and EKF estimators. The estimation
errors corresponding to each estimator, given the considered
excitation and GIC conditions, are depicted in Fig. 8. It is
observable that the proposed EKF-based estimator provides the
best performance in GIC estimation with the highest accuracy
comparing to the R.P. and 2nd H. methods.

4) Implementation Results: The performance of the pro-
posed estimator was put into evaluation under different operation
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Fig. 8. GIC estimation error under different excitation voltages. (a) 0.95
p.u. (b) 1.00 p.u. (c) 1.05 p.u.

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED AND THE PREVIOUS METHODS

conditions. To sum up, an overall comparison between the
proposed and the previous methods can be introduced by the
maximum Error%, and the Avg. Error% among the total number
of cases (n = 36), from (26) and (27). The maximum and the
average error percentages of each of the estimators are given in
Table II.

The superiority of the proposed approach over the existing
methods is distinctly highlighted in Table II. Such promising
performance is achieved considering the inherent capability of
the EKF to deal with the nonlinear complexities introduced via
GIC flow. Present methods, assuming quasi-linear behaviors by
GIC levels, fail to accurately estimate GICs under various opera-
tion conditions. Contrarily, EKF performs an indirect estimation
based on the available measurements provided.

B. GMD Event of March 1989

The proposed method’s feasibility was put forward through
experimental implementation on a single-phase laboratory test
setup. However, the capability of the proposed approach is to
be evaluated on a real power system scale. Nevertheless, as
the required measurements during a real GMD case are not
publicly available, the proposed estimator is implemented on
the modified IEEE-39 benchmark system for GMD studies [32],
provided in the EMTP-RV software environment.

1) Specifications for the EKF-Based Estimator: Out of
consideration for traceability and future reference, the Load08
transformer is selected to implement the proposed estimator.
The chosen transformer is a three-phase transformer, with the
parameters given in Table III, and the magnetizing characteristic
according to field tests on a single-phase shell-form 300MVA
765kV/120kV transformer [33].

Likewise, the measurements and the process accuracy are
reflected by matrices R and Q, obtained through the technique
explained in Section II, given as

R = 0.2, Q = diag([0.4, 0.4, 0.07, 0.02]).
2) Implementation Results: The adopted benchmark is

subjected to the GEF, estimated based on the earth conductivity

TABLE III
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE LOAD08 TRANSFORMER

Fig. 9. Estimation results from the GMD event of 1989. (a) March
13, 07:42-08:00. (b) March 13, 11:22-11:30. (c) March 13, 21:49-21:57.
(d) March 14, 01:13-01:21.

model near Ottawa city, Canada, during the GMD event of March
13 and 14, 1989, as reported in [12].

The evaluation of the proposed method is carried out via
the GMD scenarios in [32], characterizing four 8-min excerpts
from the reported data. The obtained single-phase differential
current of the transformer is fed to the EKF-based estimator at
the sample rate of 10 samples per cycle, in accordance with the
previously alluded discussion.

Due to flowing within all three phases, the single-phase
estimated GIC is multiplied by three. As for a comparison
reference, the absolute GIC flown in the transformer under study
is characterized by the dc component of the transformer neutral
current. The results from the simulation of the scenarios are
depicted in Fig. 9 and summarized in Table IV.

From Fig. 9 and Table IV, it is evident that the proposed
approach can successfully estimate GIC flow in a realistic power
system with high accuracy. It should be mentioned that the
proposed method estimates GICs by a reasonably low absolute
error; the error percentage is increased under low GICs, due to
the division of absolute errors by small values.
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE 1989 GMD EVENT

3) Performance Comparison With GIC Simulation Tech-
niques: The robustness of the proposed estimator’s perfor-
mance over the methods presented in [13] and [16] was ensured
based on the experimental studies conducted in the previous
sections. There are other comprehensive ways of GIC estimation
that are developed based on power system simulation, using
geomagnetic field measurements obtained from geomagnetism
observatory stations. These methods make use of the Earth’s
conductivity to calculate the induced GEFs, based on the data
which are obtained from geomagnetism observatories. The GICs
are then computed by solving a network’s model using the cal-
culated GEF-resultant dc potentials along transmission lines. In
these methods, the simplifying assumptions and approximations
associated with each computation step add a level of error, which
altogether, leads to more inaccurate results.

Primarily, the magnetic field data are not ideally available in
the vicinity of the power network circuits. In fact, the geomag-
netism observatories are positioned sparsely with large distances
from each other, and thus the distribution of the geomagnetic
field in the network’s area should be approximated. Moreover,
the field measurements may also include noise. Even though
by using the technique proposed in [34], the noise effect in the
magnetic field data can be reduced, the issue of lacking the exact
geomagnetic field in the network’s area still persists. Besides,
only an approximated model can be considered for the Earth’s
geophysical structure and its conductivity. On the other hand,
the transmission line route directions, which are important, are
approximated by assuming the lines as straight paths between
two substations.

Contrary to such methods which rely on non-power-system-
based quantities, the proposed EKF-based estimator operates
solely based on quantities inherent to power networks. These
quantities are the transformer differential current, which is ob-
tained by the already available differential protection scheme,
and the transformer model. Therefore, it is safe to say that the
proposed EKF-based approach is robust to inaccuracies resulting
from cumulative simplifying approximations in GIC simulation
methods such as the one presented in [11]. Yet, a quantitative
comparison between the performances of these methods and the
proposed EKF-based estimator is needed.

Therefore, the IEEE 39 bus GMD benchmark network [32] is
applied, which makes use of the transformer of Load08 as a study
reference. The comparative analysis is performed by applying
the method published in [11]. The GMD scenarios introduced in
Table IV are selected as the comparison basis. In order to reflect
the uncertainties associated with the GIC simulation methods,
corresponding to each of the scenarios in Table IV, three cases
have been established considering the uncertainties according

TABLE V
CONSIDERED UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH GIC SIMULATION

Fig. 10. Comparison between the performances of the proposed ap-
proach and the method in [11] by Max. Abs. Error corresponding to the
cases introduced in Table V for GMD scenarios of 1989 event given in
Table IV. (a) Scn. 1. (b) Scn. 2. (c) Scn. 3. (d) Scn. 4.

to Table V. Moreover, an amount of white Gaussian noise with
a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 30 dB is considered in the
EKF-based estimator’s input for all the cases studied. Fig. 10
shows the performances of the GIC simulation technique and
the proposed approach regarding each of the cases in Table V,
in terms of maximum Abs. Error, calculated with respect to their
corresponding GMD scenario.

Fig. 10 shows the performance of the proposed EKF-based
estimator. A noteworthy result achieved in this analysis is that the
GIC simulation method [11] is still highly erroneous in case #3 of
Table V. This case is an optimistic resemblance to the real-world
case where the exact modeling of the Earth’s conductivity is not
possible, and therefore, it only considers a fairly low uncertainty
of the Earth’s conductivity structure.

C. Effect of External Interferences

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed EKF-
based GIC estimator under real-life interferences from the power
system’s operation, the modified IEEE-39 benchmark system for
GMD studies [32] has been considered under normal operating
condition, excitation harmonic distortions, harmonics from non-
linear loads, and both excitation and nonlinear load harmonics.

To such an aim, 10 000 scenarios have been simulated cor-
responding to each operating condition, associated with the
parameters specified in Table VI being uniformly distributed
within the designated ranges. Each scenario is simulated by a
total run-time of 20 s for the system to reach a steady state. The
applied GEFs gradually increase from zero to their final value
within a 5-s duration, starting at 5 s.
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE 1989 GMD EVENT

Fig. 11. Cumulative density of maximum estimation error percentage
for several transformers for various operating conditions of the test
system. (a) Normal condition. (b) Harmonic loading. (c) Harmonic ex-
citation. (d) Both harmonic loading and excitation.

The EKF estimator is implemented on Load08, Load04, Pow-
erPlant06, and PowerPlant04 transformers of the benchmark
system under study. Fig. 11 shows the cumulative density of
Max. Error% of estimation for the transformers of interest,
within the scenarios studied under each operating condition of
the test system.

As shown in Fig. 11, the proposed EKF-based estimator can
accurately estimate the GICs flowing through transformers even
under heavy external interferences, such as harmonic excita-
tions and loadings. According to Fig. 11(d), in all the studied
transformers, the maximum error percentage for more than 90%
of the scenarios under the worst interference condition of both
harmonic loading and excitation is limited to 10%, ensuring the
robustness of the proposed approach.

D. Field Validation With Inrush Current Phenomenon

Even though field data from GIC phenomena are rather rare
and often inaccessible, a satisfactory trust margin can still be
warranted in the proposed estimator through alternative exer-
cises. In the previous sections, first, the accountability of the
proposed method was analyzed on a scaled-down laboratory
test setup, and thereafter on a real-scale simulated test system.

Further verification of the proposed EKF-based GIC estima-
tor can be attained by transformer energization inrush current
analysis, as in [16].

Even though they are essentially driven through different
mechanisms, the GICs and inrush currents are both contributing

TABLE VII
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE FIELD TESTBED FURNANCE TRANSFORMER

to unidirectional core saturation. Moreover, the dc component
of the inrush currents results in a dc voltage drop on transformer
resistances, hence it can be characterized by the same estimation
model as the proposed method. Therefore, the field measure-
ments of inrush energization currents of a realistic industrial
power transformer are used as a good validation reference for
the proposed EKF-based GIC estimator.

1) Field Testbed Transformer Specifications: The field
data have been recorded from a Yg/Δ transformer of an arc
furnace used in an electro-fused magnesia industry. Due to
high current ratings at the low-voltage side of an arc furnace
transformer, the applied differential protection scheme is rather
complex.

However, the transformer of interest is protected at its pri-
mary by an overcurrent and earth-fault relay and a disturbance
recorder with the sampling rate of 16 samples per cycle and the
per event memory of 50 cycles.

Taking into consideration that arc furnace transformers are not
energized under loaded conditions, it is reasonable to adopt the
inrush currents recorded at the primary of the testbed transformer
upon energization equal to its differential current. Moreover,
the current at the neutral point of the testbed transformer is
also observed by the aforementioned protection scheme using
a hall-effect sensor for harmonic monitoring purposes. The
parameters of the testbed transformer are given in Table VII.
The measurement and the process noise covariance matrices R
and Q, associated with the field testbed transformer, obtained
via the technique in Section II are as follows:

R = 0.31, Q = diag([0.25, 0.25, 0.12, 0.05]).
2) Estimation Results: The evaluation of the proposed

estimator’s performance has been carried out using the data from
four available inrush energization incidents saved on the arc
furnace transformer’s disturbance recorder memory. Since the
three phases draw unequal amounts of inrush currents, as for
being energized on a different point on the voltage waveform,
the inrush current data of the three phases are individually fed
to the proposed method for each recorded incident.

Afterward, the per phase estimated dc components of each
incident are summed up and then compared with their corre-
sponding dc component of the recorded neutral current, as a
reference.

The measured and estimated results from each studied inrush
incident are depicted in Fig. 12. As it can be observed in Fig. 12,
the proposed EKF-based estimator is swiftly able to estimate
the dc component of a realistic transformer’s inrush currents
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Fig. 12. Comparison between the dc component of the neutral current
obtained from measurement and the of the three winding estimated dc
components of the field testbed transformer. (a) Avg. Error = 0.2055 [A].
(b) Avg. Error = 0.23 [A]. (c) Avg. Error = 0.4143 [A]. (d) Avg. Error =
0.45 [A].

upon energization with high accuracy, as a phenomenon with
the saturation conditions similar to the GICs. Therefore, the
performance of the proposed estimator is also validated by field
measurements.

E. Discussion

In order to examine the feasibility of the proposed GIC esti-
mation method, primarily, an experimental test setup is prepared
to implement the EKF-based estimator. Moreover, a comparison
is made with the methods referred to as R.P. and 2nd H., corre-
sponding to [13] and [16], in terms of estimation error. A total of
36 cases are studied considering different operation conditions.

First, the loading effect is sought by changing the GIC flow
from 0.05 to 0.3 p.u., under the input voltage of 1.00 p.u., and
the transformer loadings of 0%, 50%, and 100%. Thereafter,
considering the similar GIC level variation, the input voltage
was set to 0.95, 1.00, and 1.05 p.u. under 75% loading for the aim
of analyzing the effect of the excitation voltage. The differential
current is provided by two CTs and recorded at the sample rate
of 10 samples per cycle. The results indicate the unconditional
superiority of the proposed method over other methods.

Additionally, in order to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method on a real scale, the 39-bus IEEE benchmark
system for GMD studies is employed [32]. The test system is
subjected to four 8-min excerpts from the historical data of the
March 1989 GMD event, considering the Earth conductivity
model of the Ottawa city region, Canada [12].

A three-phase transformer is chosen, its differential current is
measured on one phase at the sample rate of 10 samples per
cycle, and is then fed to the EKF algorithm for the sake of
GIC estimation. It is observed that the proposed EKF estimator
can accurately estimate GICs given a real GMD event in power
systems.

By using this test system and the four 8-min excerpts from
the 1989 GMD event, the proposed method is compared to the
method presented in [11], which was selected as a representative
of GIC estimation techniques. The robustness of the proposed
EKF-based estimator is validated by including the effects of

the uncertainties associated with these types of methods (which
comprise the geomagnetic field measurements, transmission
line routes, and Earth’s conductivity structure). It is also shown
that even WHEN the Earth model is associated with only a
fairly small uncertainty, the GIC estimation methods are still
highly erroneous.

Thereafter, the robustness of the proposed EKF-based es-
timator is analyzed against external interferences introduced
by harmonic pollutions in the grid voltages and load currents.
Such an end is attained by a comparison between four different
operating conditions of the system given as the normal condition,
nonlinear loading harmonics, excitation voltage harmonics, and
the latter two simultaneously. Corresponding to each condition,
10 000 scenarios are studied associated with various possibilities
of respective parameters. The comparison is conducted over
maximum GIC estimation error percentage in four selected
network transformers, for each scenario.

The results showed that the proposed estimator is resistive
to external interferences, robustly preserving its accuracy of
estimation during various operating conditions.

Furthermore, the proposed EKF-based estimator is validated
in the field by using the inrush current data from a realistic
industrial arc furnace transformer. Despite the different sources
of GICs and inrush currents, they are similar due to being associ-
ated with asymmetrical core saturation conditions and dc current
flows. For the performance evaluation, four logged energization
incidents have been selected, and their corresponding inrush cur-
rent data have been used in the proposed method for each phase
individually. The estimated dc components of each winding are
then summed up and compared to the dc current component
recorded at the neutral conductor. The accurate consistency of
the estimated results with the measured inrush currents validates
the proposed EKF-based GIC estimator in the field.

To sum up, whereas the previous methods are incapable of
accurate GIC estimation, the proposed EKF-based estimator
appropriately deals with nonlinear complexities and external
interferences, providing accurate estimations of GICs flowing
through transformer windings in real-time without the need to
install additional devices.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a novel method was introduced to estimate
the GICs flowing through power transformers. Based on the
derived nonlinear state-space equations of the transformer, an
EKF-based estimator was developed for indirect GIC estimation
from readily available ac measurements for the transformer
differential current, enabling a swift GIC estimation without
additional GIC monitors. Moreover, as the EKF inherently
accounted for system nonlinearity, the proposed method was
able to estimate wide ranges of GICs with high accuracy. The
modeling parameters required by the proposed method can be
acquired from standard tests, e.g., precommissioning testing.
The proposed approach was thoroughly validated through sim-
ulation and experimental tests. To such aim, at first, a prepared
test setup was subjected to GICs. The comparison between the
estimated GIC from the proposed method and other previous
methods with direct measurements highlighted the superiority
of the proposed estimator. Hereafter, an EMTP-RV simulation
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of an EHV power grid, subjected to the GMD event of March
1989 in Canada, was employed to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method on a realistic scale. The estimation results
showed high consistency with the measurements extracted from
the EMTP-RV simulation. This testbed has been utilized to
validate the advantage of the proposed EKF-based estimator
with respect to the simulation-based GIC estimation methods.
In addition, the robustness of the proposed approach against ex-
ternal interferences was ensured by subjecting the test system to
numerous scenarios of voltage and current harmonic distortions.
The presented results confirmed the high performance of the
proposed EKF-based method in robust and accurate estimation
of GICs in real time. Furthermore, by using the inrush current
data from an industrial arc furnace transformer, the validity of
the proposed method was also proved in the field.
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